Abst ract -The secur ity of a Cloud Computing Platform (CC P) is a key facto r in its a bility to operate successfully. Currently, th e security issues of t he physical r esource layer and the user appllcat ion layer of the cloud computing platform have been significantly st udied in the field of information security and have alrea dy mature products and solutions. This research is aimed at th e complex Business Process Outsourcing Cloud Computing Platform (BPO-CCP) for the banking and insurance indu stri es. In particular we are concern ed with the BPO-CCP 's virtualizat ion security, cloud data secur ity, access control, user aut hent icat ion and aut hor ization, and cloud computing au dit ing. This pape r analyzes th e specific needs of the platform's security . Then t he Security Mechanism of the BPO Cloud Computing Platform (SM-BPO-CC P) is designed During it s implement ation (ar ound five years at th e time of wr iting) thi s SM-BPO-CC P that we have designed has efficiently provided secur ity protection for up to twenty BPO companies wit h each having mor e than 1000 employees. This SM-BPO-CCP linked to ten large banks and insuran ce compa nies, none of which experienced any secur ity issues due to the prot ection offer ed by t he SM-BPO-CC P, Keywords -Security Meohanism.Claud Computing;BPO I.
I.

I NTR ODUCTION
With the globalization of economic development, and the continuous refinement of international division of labor and cooperation, large multinational compan ies not only implement manufacturing outsourcing, but also implement Busin ess Process Outsourcing (BPO) [1] . BPO means that the company outsources some repetitive non-core or core business processes to suppliers . Now with the development of advanced network techno logies, high-speed data networks, and increasing bandwidth capabilities , the scope of outsourcing is expanding. Outsourcing is no longer limited to the outsourcing of a specific component but it expands the outsourcing of a range of administrative matters [2] . Currently, BPO can provide financial, insurance, medical, human resources, mortgage, credit card, asset management, customer care, and sales service. of outsourcing of these businesses include car loans, mortgage s, credit cards in the banking industry, and new contracts and claims for life insurance in the insurance industry . This type of business is more complex for BPO services because it has basic management functions such as data entry or billing.
At the same time, it requires the ability to make decisions and solve problems. It is a BPO service for complex transactions. Therefore , it requires the BPO supplier's operators to have high skills and the BPO platform to have high security standards.
Most importantly, the BPO-CCP for this type of business is directly linked to the core business systems of major international banks and insurance companie s. The BPO-CCP needs to accept business outsourcing tasks/data from the core system of the bank or insurance company, and then process these outsourced services on the BPO-CCP. Finally, the resu lts/data are fed back to the core business systems of these large banks or insurance companie s. In other words, this BPO-CCP has stringent requirements for security mechanisms. It must ensure the security of its own platform, and it must also ensure the security of the platform it links to . Based on the above characteristics, this paper analyzes the specific requirements of the security of the platform, and at the same time, designs and studies the Security Mechanism of the BPO Cloud Computing Platform (SM-BPO-CCP).
II. SM-BPO-CCP
Currently, the physical resource layer of the cloud computing platform includes computer clusters, distributed storage, network facilities, databases, and system software . These common security issues have been well studied in the information security field and have proven products and solutions such as firewalls, intrusion detection, and anti-virus systems [3] . The user application layer also has cloud pages to prevent tampering , user threat isolation, anti-spam and other measures to ensure security. As we all know, the security system of the cloud computing platform involves not only technic al security issues, but also security issues at the regulatory and policy levels. This paper only focuses on the security technology mechanisms of cloud computing platforms. This research is aimed at the complex business BPO cloud computing platform serving the banking and insurance industries. In particular, it looks at the BPO-CCP's virtualization security, cloud data security, access control, user authentication and authorization, and cloud computing auditing. Figure 1 shows the overall framework of SM-BPO-CCP. As between the operating system and the application, thus preventing private resources from being maliciously stolen.
The behavior constraint layer established by the VSS is transparent and mandatory. Transparency ensures that applications can run In the system without special modifications. Mandatory means that if the operating system needs to call the platform's resources, it must pass the VSS. If a malicious operating system wants to bypass the operating system of the platform to operate on hardware resources, it will not be able to call the system because there is no corresponding permission for the hardware resources. The VSS defines user applications as two types of normal and constrained applications. Normal application users do not need to be bound by the VSS when making system calls, which can keep the system running efficiently. Constrained application users must go through the VSS when interacting with the operating system to ensure that their operations are allowed. The VSS uses three methods to complete the protection of data: Intermediate interception mechanism, isolation protection mechanism, and input/output data encryption mechanism . 
III. VIRTUALIZATION SECURITY
Virtualization technology is the key technology to realize cloud computing [4] . Providers of cloud computing platforms that use virtual technology must provide security assurance to their customers. The virtualization layer of the BPO-CCP includes the most basic software system of the cloud platform. The virtual machine monitor is a virtualization management software running between the guest operating system and real physical hardware. It directly manages computer hardware resources and provides multiple isolated virtual execution environments for the operating system. It is at the heart of virtualization technology and is responsible for most of the work in the tedious virtualization effort. The BPO-CCP virtual machine monitor implements a series of monitoring and management of active subjects through a behavior constraint mechanism. Behavioral constraints emphasize that in a cloud computing environment, users require their service requests to be properly executed by the cloud computing platform, and the data is not maliciously modified or used. The BPO-CCP requires that both intentional and unintentional security attacks in the application requested by the user will not affect the overall platform.
The virtualimiion Security System (VSS) is designed to constrain the behavior of the operating system. It can protect cloud computing services in an untrusted environment. It establishes a behavioral constraint layer that is transparent to the application and operating system. The BPO-CCPs constraint layer completely controls the interaction of data Data interaction between all processes to the VSS and the kernel of the operating system must be constrained by the behavior of the VSS.
• An untrusted operating system must be authorized by the VSS when it invokes certain privileged physical resources.
•
A. Intermediate Interception Mechanism
• The control handoff between all processes by the VSS and the kernel of the operating system must be constrained by the behavior of the VSS.
In general, the interaction between the user's application and the operating system is done through system calls. In the traditional computing mode, the user application interacts with the operating system immediately through a system calL In the VSS, the user's application process must be monitored by the trusted system management layer in the virtual machine monitor before the system can be called.
B. Isolation Protection Mechanism
• The VSS's isolation of the process's context is done by hiding registers that are not used in system calls. The VSS has three parts for memory isolation: application mapping hiding for page table management; tracking page swapping in/out to prevent unauthorized access; and troublesliooting for memory swapping in/out.
• When the VSS intercepts a system call from a constrained process, it saves the context of the process and provides only the necessary information, The process's context is restored when the process returns from the operating system.
• The VSS page table hides the information that the page table of the constrained process has saved before entering the operating system. Then, the page table containing the mapping information is given to the operating system. Finally, the page table is loaded into r ----. ,
memory when the result of the process call is returned to the user process.
c. Data Encryption Mechanism
Data protection technology is used to protect the privacy of user data to ensure that it is not maliciously modified or used [5] . The VSS protects user data by encrypting I/O data.
• Because public files are accessed by many processes to support the operation of the system, so public files do not need to be encrypted. In the VSS, a list is specifically set up to record public files such as system configurations to indicate that these files do not need to be encrypted. When some processes contain data or private files that require privacy protection, the VSS will indicate that this type of data needs to be encrypted.
• Firstly, the VSS encrypts the contents of the file using a symmetric key. Secondly, the VSS re-encrypts the symmetric key along with the assigned platform label through the public key of the target platform. Finally, the VSS places the encrypted content at the end of the encrypted file. The advantage of this encryption method is that the VSS does not need to know the file format of the encrypted file and can also perform encryption operations.
• In addition, the BPO-CCP also adds a virus Trojan protection engine to the virtualization layer. In this way, the bottom layer can be protected from viruses and Trojans, thus ensuring the security of the base layer of the cloud platform.
IV. CLOUD DATA SE CURITY
Since the data on the BPO-CCP eventually runs on the distributed computing nodes, so if a distributed computing node is compromised, the user data in the memory of the compromised node will be completely exposed. The BPO-CCP needs to be encrypted before the computing task is assigned. And when the data of the distributed computing node returns, the BPO-CCP also has a corresponding verification method to ensure that the data has not been tampered with.
A. Data Transmission Security
Data transmission on the public network can be easily intercepted, so the information transmitted to the cloud computing platform needs to be encrypted to avoid plain text in the transmission process. The transmission protocol used to transmit data over the Internet must also ensure data integrity. Although the use of encrypted data and the use of non-secure transport protocols can also achieve confidentiality, the integrity of the data cannot be guaranteed. In addition, the BPO-CCP is able to prevent detection and prevent external information from being received. The BPO-CCP is immune to radiation and prevents useful information from being radiated in a variety of ways. At the same time, the BPO-CCP uses physical measures such as restriction, isolation, masking, and control to protect data from being leaked.
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B. Data Encryption and Processing
The BPO-CCP uses cryptographic techniques to encrypt data. After the data is encrypted, the ciphertext retrieval and processing problem must also be resolved. Because data loses many features when it becomes ciphertext, it can cause many data analysis methods to be unusable. The BPO-CCP ciphertext retrieval uses two methods: a secure index-based method is used to retrieve the index query keywords by establishing a security index for ciphertext keywords. A ciphertext scanning method is also used to compare each word in the ciphertext, which confirms whether the keyword exists and counts the number of occurrences.
c . Data Residue Processing
Data retention is the physical behavior of data that remains after being erased in some form. After the storage medium is erased, some physical characteristics may be left to enable the data to be reconstructed. In a cloud computing environment, data retention is more likely to inadvertently reveal sensitive information [6] . Therefore, the BPO-CCP needs to be completely cleared before the storage space in which the user's private information resides is released or reassigned to other cloud users, whether the information is stored on the hard disk or in memory. The storage space of resources such as files, directories, and database records in the BPO-CCP system needs to be completely cleared before being released or reassigned to other cloud users.
D. Data Isolation
The greater the number of customers for the BPO-C CP services, the higher the data isolation and security requirements. The BPO-CCP uses a mature architecture to help the system achieve data isolation: shared schema multi-tenancy and separated database architecture.
Shared schema multi-tenancy: All software system clients share the same database instance and the same database table but it can distinguish the affiliation of the data through a Tenant ID field. Shared schema multi-tenancy maximizes the storage power of a single database, and the hardware cost is very low. But it adds extra complexity to the program developer. Since the data of multiple customers coexists in the same database table, additional business logic is needed to isolate the data of each customer. In addition, the cost of implementing disaster recovery for this architecture is also very high. This is because it not only needs to write code to achieve data backup, but also it needs to delete and insert a large number of database tables when restoring data.
Separate database architecture: Each software system customer has its own database. Because each customer has a separate database, this architecture makes data security and disaster backup very efficient and convenient. But its hardware costs are very high.
V. A CCESS C ONTROL
Access control ensures that authorized users can obtain access to the required resources while denying access to unauthorized users. It restricts the access rights of access subjects (users, processes, services, etc.) to access objects (data, files, systems, etc.), thereby allowing the computer system to be used within the legal scope. It grants permissions to users who are recognized by the system, restricting or denying unauthorized access. Access control has several types, such as autonomous access control model, mandatory access control model, and role-based access control (RBAC) [7] model. The BPO-CCP uses a RBAC model. It assigns roles to subjects in the system to implement access control. The user obtains a certain role after being authenticated, and the role is assigned certain permissions. The user accesses system resources in a specific role, the access control mechanism checks the permissions of the role and decides whether to allow access. At the same time, users are not accessing the system with the same registration status and permissions from start to finish. Its advantages are separation of responsibility, role stratification, role activation, and constraints on user role relationships.
The process of BPO-CCP users accessing the information system is actually the process of the subject (cloud user) accessing the object (cloud information system). RBAC functionally defines roles through the combination of permissions, and logically separates subjects and objects through roles. RBAC associates users with roles and associates roles with questioning permissions. RBAC makes access control more flexible and easier to manage.
VI. U SER AUlHENTICATION AND AUlHORIZATION
The BPO-CCP runs the identification and authentication of the user. Identification refers to the identity of the user to ensure that the user is identifiable and unique in the system. The authentication system authenticates the user's identity.
The BPO-CCP adopts fingerprint identification biometric authentication and USB Key combination authentication technology. Fingerprint recognition biometric authentication technology is the most reliable method of identity authentication because it directly uses the physical characteristics of people to represent the digital identity of each individual. The possibility that different people have the same biological characteristics is negligible, so it is almost impossible to be counterfeited.
The USB Key authentication technology adopts a strong two-factor authentication mode of one key at a time combined with software and hardware. It solves the relationship between security and ease of use. The USB Key is a USB interface hardware device that has a built-in smart card chip to store the user's key or digital certificate. It uses the cryptographic algorithm built into the USB Key to authenticate the user. At the same time, the USB Key has the advantages of being safe and reliable, convenient to carry, convenient to use, and low in cost. The authentication method of storing digital certificates using the USB Key has become the main authentication mode at present.
VII. C LOUD COMPUTING AUDITING
Auditing is an important tool to support the safe operation of the BPO-CCP, which accurately reflects security-related 1095 events in the operation of the system. Audits permeate every process of the BPO-CCP, including operating system, databases, and network equipment, etc. It audits all levels of Infrastructure as a Service (laaS), Platform as a Service (paaS) and Software as a Service (SaaS).
The cloud auditing system accesses data in the cloud computing platform as an independent third party. It provides a comprehensive record and audit of the BPO-CCP's own situation.
The cloud auditing system records all data access behaviors independently, and the automatically generated audit reports can discover the data being accessed and used. It records the trajectory of the data store and provides a data storage analysis report. It comprehensively monitors the storage status of cloud data, tracks data movements, and identifies potential data conflict risks. It monitors the availability of data on the cloud platform in real time. It records the process of changing important data. A security alert is sent when it finds an abnormal condition, which reduces data loss.
VIII . :MECHANISM EFFECT
The data processed by the BPO-CCP, whether it is a mortgage or a car loan, is the financial data of the company or individual. At the same time, this data is related because of the needs of business processing. For example, if you want to evaluate a customer's credit rating, you need to correlate all the financial data related to it. So, the data processed on the BPO-CCP is almost all about the financial data of a company or individual. The security requirements for such data processing are very high. During its implementation (around five years at the time of writing) this SM-BPO-CCP that we have designed has efficiently provided security protection for up to twenty BPO companies with each having more than 1000 employees. This SM-BPO-CCP linked to ten large banks and insurance companies, none of which experienced any security issues due to the protection offered by the SM-BPO-CCP.
